
 

 

 

 

 

 

The tutors are all specialist in their respective areas. We have experience in tutoring students across 

multiple streams at IB HL Math, "A" Levels GP, H2 Math and "O" Levels A Math. Read about them and 

their achievements here and here!. 

In 2018 we started off at Woodlands (4 minutes from walk Marsiling MRT) and started a second outlet 

(AcesMath) at Bukit Timah Shopping Centre (5 mins from Beauty World MRT) in 2019! 

 

Our values 

Here at Aces Aspire, all of our teachers uphold 

these core values. Our well-planned curriculum 

is catered to the holistic development of our 

students. Apart from guiding them towards 

achieving their fullest potential, we believe in 

imbuing our students with a self-driven mindset 

and stimulating their intellectual curiosity. 

ASPIRE - we are driven to foster our students to be 

lifelong seekers, creators of value to themselves and more importantly, their community. 

COMMITTED - we are committed to performance, guiding our students in every step of their journey 

towards realising their targets. 

PERSONAL - the value we place on our student-teacher relationships is reflected in our desire to 

make every lesson a personalised one. 

UNITED - The Aces team is united with the common goal and purpose in providing our students with 

quality education and mentoring. 

 

Aces Aspire was conceived from a shared vision between its founders Veron and 

Alvin: that everyone should have access to quality education. We firmly believe that 

students should be able to seek academic guidance with ease and in comfort - our 

lessons are student-centred and we maintain a healthy cap (Max 8) on our class 

sizes.

https://www.aces-aspire.com/the-teachers
https://www.aces-aspire.com/testimonials


AcesAspire/AcesMath is a tuition centre in Bukit Timah specializing in Mathematics for students taking 
GCE“A” (H1,H2 Math), GCE “O”(A Math, E Math) levels, IGCSE (A Math, E Math), and IB (HL, SL) 

examinations. 
We also have an outlet in Woodlands  (near Marsiling MRT). 

Aces is helmed by three NIE trained Math teachers who each have more than 10,000 hours of 

teaching experience and have a track record of helping students achieve their goals in examinations. 

The small class size (max 8) based on the school of each student means that the kids get to learn more 

effectively and with the most dedication from each teacher during their sessions. 

Aces provides bespoke notes that are designed for students to grasp concepts easily and used as cheat 

sheets for last minute revision. 
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